Imagine creating an office space based solely on your office’s unique size in order to maximize space and efficiency. Have your authorized reseller help provide ideas, then with only a few restrictions, our experienced team of customer support professionals will input your measurements, guide you through the possibilities and bring your ideas to life.

Need help visualizing your ideas on paper? We offer complete 2D & 3D design services for our approved resellers and their customers. Your creation will be modeled and returned with a detailed quotation.

After you approve your design, our experienced fabricators will take on creating your personalized order. With the aid of computer controlled machinery, your next office is proudly manufactured with the highest standard of craftsmanship and components. Our entire line is made in North America, certified SCS Indoor Air Quality Gold and backed by a lifetime warranty.
WE ARE INDUSTRY LEADERS IN FURNITURE CUSTOMIZATION

With a competitive price point, ultra-fast lead time and an entire product line tailored to your specifications.

With over 15 years experience working with unique spaces, electrical panels and HVAC columns, we have mastered the ability to customize and modify office furniture. Challenging and never-seen-before requests are extremely common for us. Our 100,000 plus custom units produced to-date has taught us how to be flexible and prepared for the unexpected.
Classrooms are just as unique as the students who occupy them.

Traditionally, furniture manufacturers offer “only this is available”. At IOF our approach is “everything is possible”. We take into consideration that no two environments are the same and we seamlessly create a personalized layout that is aesthetically appealing, fits right and is functional.

We easily work around and integrate pillars, beams, electrical units and odd or unevenly shaped walls into our designs.

Modify or customize a table, base or complete unit to meet your exact needs.

Customize computer stations, standing height tables and study carrels.
EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS
The use of customized study carrels in elementary and secondary institutions is rising as individual and private work is assigned more often. Call centers, computer labs and libraries frequently demand independent areas for students and teachers to work semi-enclosed and without distraction.
SPECIALIZED APPLICATIONS

We take unconventional designs and bring them to life.
Create eye-catching, collaborative and shared spaces with ease. When size, shape and design have almost zero restrictions, the ability to create furniture that meets your requirements is easy. All done with an ultra-fast lead time and at a price point that will shock you.
COLLABORATE

With ultimate flexibility and style.

With hundreds of base, panel, divider and storage combinations, you can let your imagination run free. Have our professional customer support team assist you in creating an interior that promotes collaboration and creativity.
METAL RISERS & ACCENT PANELS

Stand out from the everyday design.
Coffee and lunch breaks have an important social and economical value for organizations. A lunchroom is a place for students or employees to recharge, collaborate and team build. Stepping away from their desks or classrooms can inspire ideas and promote creativity and camaraderie in a casual setting.
A PLACE TO EAT, EDUCATE AND COLLABORATE

Complete flexibility of the height, style and color of the modesty panel.

Several storage and base options.

Inch-by-inch sizing.

Complete flexibility of the height, style and color of the modesty panel.
CREATE A LOOK THAT CAPTURES YOUR CREATIVITY

STAND OUT FROM THE ORDINARY

BE FUNCTIONAL WITH COMPLETE CUSTOMIZATION
RECEPTION AREAS

• COMPETITIVE PRICING
• ULTRA-FAST LEAD TIME
• COMPLETELY MADE-TO-ORDER
RECEPTION CONCEPTS

MOUNTED POST & PANELS

ACRYLIC PANELS

DIVIDERS & DRAWERS

TWO TONED
FIRST IMPRESSIONS
CUSTOMIZED BASE OPTIONS

Choose from the 10 base options shown here or the additional 30 available from our in-stock and standard lineup. Alternatively, take advantage of our customized program and design a base that’s never been seen before.
The need for secure, personal, short or long-term storage is evolving. Schools, gyms and organizations of all size can utilize our tailored lockers for personal belongings, or as an extra amenity for those without their own desks.
MAIL ROOM & STORAGE

Mailrooms are often cluttered and disorganized. Let IOF help you design a functional solution that benefits workflow and document management.
STORAGE APPLICATIONS
MULTIMEDIA

Today’s workplace demands the ability to collaborate with multiple audiences simultaneously. A place to present, brainstorm with co-workers and meet with clients free from distractions. All done stylishly and seamlessly in a plug-and-play environment.

BOARDROOM

Transform your boardroom into a place that truly reflects your brand’s identity. Customizable tables, serving credenzas, and multi-media centres lets you welcome clients or conduct group meetings in a well appointed, skillfully designed space you will be proud to call yours.
FINISH OPTIONS

- WHITE CHOCOLATE
  1" Textured - Textured Edge

- DUNE
  1" - Flat Edge

- HARD ROCK MAPLE
  1" & 1.5" - Flat & Imperial Edge

- NATURAL MAPLE
  1" & 1.5" - Flat & Imperial Edge

- LAURENTIAN
  1" Textured - Textured Edge

- NUTMEG
  1" - Flat Edge

- GRIGIO
  1" Textured - Textured Edge

- CANDLELIGHT
  1" - Flat & Imperial Edge

- CAPPUCINO CHERRY
  1" & 1.5" - Flat & Imperial Edge

- SUMMERFLAME
  1" & 1.5" - Flat & Imperial Edge

- DARK RUM
  1" & 1.5" - Flat & Imperial Edge

- BRUNITO CHERRY
  1" & 1.5" - Flat & Imperial Edge

- CANDLELIGHT
  1" - Flat & Imperial Edge

- WILD PEAR
  1" & 1.5" - Flat & Imperial Edge

- WILD CHERRY
  1" - Flat & Imperial Edge

- SHIRAZ CHERRY
  1" & 1.5" - Flat & Imperial Edge

- MAHOGANY IMPRESSION
  1" - Flat & Imperial Edge

- MAHOGANY IMPRESSION
  1" - Flat & Imperial Edge

- HOT JUDE
  1" & 1.5" - Flat & Imperial Edge

- TUXEDO
  1" & 1.5" - Flat & Imperial Edge

- STAINLESS
  1" - Flat Edge

- GRAPHITE
  1" - Flat & Imperial Edge

- BLACK
  1" & 1.5" - Flat & Imperial Edge

- WHITE
  1" - Flat
FABRIC OPTIONS

- Straight - Silver
- Straight - Black
- Rail - Black
- Rail - Silver
- Waterfall - Nickel
- Waterfall - Black
- Flat Loop - Nickel
- Flat Loop - Brass
- Knob - Silver
- Knob - Brass

HANDLE OPTIONS

- Bridge - Nickel
- Baton - Nickel
- Cube - Nickel
- Bar - Nickel
- Flair - Nickel
- Rail - Silver
- Rail - Black
- Straight - Silver
- Straight - Black
- Waterfall - Nickel
- Waterfall - Black
- Flat Loop - Nickel
- Flat Loop - Brass
- Knob - Silver
- Knob - Brass

EDGE OPTIONS

- Flat
- Imperial

BE GREEN

Taking care of your workspace is our business. Taking care of the environment is our responsibility.

SCS Indoor Air Quality Gold certification
For complete information about our product, green statement or warranty please visit our website.

WWW.IOFLIVE.COM
Visit our website for more information about our 2,500 standard components, industry-leading customized program or view our additional brochures.

WWW.IOFLIVE.COM